
MODELLING THE ANIMAL 
photographs representing human-animal interaction

A Touring Exhibition Offer

Modelling the Animal is a collection of photographs which consists of work 
made by Liza Dracup, John Darwell, Kate Mellor, Charlie Meecham and     
Terence Wright. The work focuses on the physical representation of and        
interaction with animals positioned in a space between art and science.  

The exhibition consists of 60 prints in A2 frames and a large format hand 
made book by John Darwell. When packed, the frames are stored in 4 
packing cases together with a smaller box for the book which will easily fit 
a transit van. The exhibition can be edited to fit smaller spaces if required. 
If you wish to include some taxidermied animals from your own collection, 
this would be a welcome addition. The work is accessible to a broad age 
range and could be linked to an educational project.   

Modelling The Animal launches at Dean Clough in Halifax Febuary 2020 
and then will be available to tour from April onwards. The hire cost is 
£500.00 per month plus one way transport costs and insurance which can 
be negotiated dependent on the follow-on programme. The artists are 
available for participatory events when possible.

This exhibition was curated and hosted at Foldworks, an independent arts 
workshop based at 11A Nanholme Mill, Shaw Wood Road, Todmorden, 
Lancs, OL14 6DA.

For additional images and biographical details contact Charlie Meecham 
meechamcharlie@gmail.com or mob 07780826671.

This leaflet is available as a pdf at https://foldworks.org/blog/
The Kendal Dodo was made by taxidermist Carl Church.



John Darwell – SHARKS IN MY BATHROOM 

In 1963 I was eight years old and like many boys of that age had a fascination 
with dinosaurs, monsters and particularly sharks. On one auspicious day that 
year my mum returned from a shopping trip and handed me a present. It was a 
book, apparently, so I was told, on special offer at Boots the Chemist, entitled 
‘Shadows in the Sea’. The book was a natural history of all things shark related, 
where and how they lived, their evolution and physical structure, and their global 
distribution. All very interesting to me but what stirred my imagination were the 
chapters ‘The Shadows Attack’. Within these two chapters were case histories of 
shark attacks ranging from the 1916 New Jersey terrors that were the inspiration 
for Jaws to contemporary attacks in the 1940s, 50s and 60s.
This fascination with the shark remained with me and resulted in an ongoing body 
of photographic work that reflects not only on this fascination but also on the 
overlaps within my own home environment as the stories of my Mum and Aunty 
Jean become a part of the research process.



Liza Dracup - RE: COLLECTIONS

This reference material held by the Bradford Museums and Galleries allow us to 
reflect on the preserved specimens and consider the paradox of their reworked 
‘natural’ form. The work resides both in an artistic and scientific context and 
questions our personal relationship to the British wildlife and its conservation.
The photographs present us with a series of birds and mammals, made timeless by 
both the taxidermist and the photographer. Each specimen is presented on a black 
background, reminiscent of the Dutch still-life painting tradition; this recurrent 
motif aims to focus the attention of the observer.

Charlie Meecham - DODOQUEST

This photography project considers the varied depictions of the Dodo as exhibited 
models in natural history collections and questions the changing nature of object 
and image as representing fact. Over time the models have evolved to example 
new information gained about the bird and its habitat. There are a number of ex-
hibits in Britain and worldwide which I have photographed that show a wide vari-
ety of renditions and contexts in which the Dodo story is told. The models contain 
no original material but are often covered in feathers from other existing birds to 
create a subjective sense of reality and scale.  
The story of the Dodo remains embedded in our minds as representational of 
extinction while at the same time, its visual representation, appears fictional and 
often unscientific. Though extinct, the design of the model continues to evolve.



Kate Mellor - GUILBERT AND KATE:  A COLLABORATION

This project presents artworks made by the team Guilbert and Kate, 
companion animal and fine art photographer, which centres on the topic of 
animal domestication. Their work addresses issues about human and animal 
communication, and explores the potential of affiliative and anthropomorphic 
relationships.  
Guilbert and Kate’s work intends to open up questions about animal-human 
sameness and difference, and queries the nature of collaboration itself. At 
first the work appears to be the result of straightforward manipulation of the 
animal’s instincts by Kate. Yet the situation becomes more complex as making 
the original artefacts for play was brought about by Guilbert who, too old for 
hunting, demanded a replacement exercise. The concept that the cat is capable of 
establishing aspects of the relationship is supported by Driscoll’s (et al) theory that 
cats are “delightful...profiteers” that originally initiated their own domestication in 
relation to agricultural patterns.  

Terence Wright – STILL LIFES

These “Still Lifes” aim to question and play upon Victorian notions of classifica-
tion, specimens, analysis and vitrine display. The chickens in the photographs were 
bred purely for show creating a tension between individual living creatures and 
examples of human conceptions of idealised types. The camera’s ability to freeze 
the image creates the superficial appearance of a taxidermied animal situated in a 
curio cabinet. Some of the chickens are presented in correct poses according to the 
requirements of poultry shows. While others have deviated from the set standards 
displaying their natural tendency to ‘misbehave’ and/or react to unconventional 
backgrounds or the presence of inanimate objects. 


